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Show-Set for SpHng
Pritchard Asks That
Rules Be nirmulated

By MARGOT MILLER and BOB CRABBE
Presentation of "Low Button Shoos", the 1950 Revelries show.-Wili
postponed until the spring quarter by the Revelries Board yesterday
afternoon. The action -followed a request by Director Dick Pritchard.
The board mho asked that regulations governing the production
be stabilised, and approved by the,
College Life committee. It recommended that a workable arrange.
.:;...-ment be made to secure the Morris Dailey auditoritun stage _fm,
rehearsals. "
Pritchard’s request aline-after,
several weeks of controversy_ atl
to how the production should be
governed. As yet, no -permanent
set of .regulations governing the
show .has been approved by the
College Life committee, the director pointed out. Three sets of
tentative rules have been drawn
up, and a-fourth is now 1w the offing.
Pritchard, said yesterday that
until definite rules are adopted
he has no guarantee that any action he takes in regard to the
production may not be voided at
a later date.
The Conejo Life committee decided last spring to continue Rev.
oitIT on. the condition that
Ce
responsibilities of members of t
=TdELI-L7Among charges leveled at the
1949 show were its detilmental
effect --otr-artioot work of some
cast members questionable material in the script, failure. cast members to care properly
for stage equipment, and unnecessary expenditures.
Ext.:.nditures -far this- yelie_a
production can be _ traide only
through Niek.-Ditz
agcr, the boarTdeeiaed yesterday.
Diez was awarded space in the

s’
-,

today is the ffial day to drop
courses this quarter.
Miss Viola Palmer, registrar,
warned that _falling marks will
be assigned stunts who drop
courses unofficy.
Classes may be dropped after today, only by petitioning
and paying a $1 tee.

Dr. Thurman
Tole-Forum?
Fiirst -Speaker

ompoor
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Registrar-Annouwees:
Etitrante Re rinen
Higher Spring Quarter
Additional tightening of admission requirements is expected
to cut spring quarter enrollment in both San Lose State college and
iunior college to not more than 7000, Miss Viola Palmer, registrar,

announced yesterday.
Further revision of rules ’Wes’ nece-ssary, she- saiirroCaroTen"
I state department of education retrtikttlops,...3010W-aetwayaralr--.14au_la-rIT
college registrations, should

erir-stsar

The
First speaker for the two-day
+
iiiIMEN611111% -a’Tine Forum on ileligion to be held On
,ted _to state college on a probathe $art..Jose State-oollegecam-i
tionary. basi,e
pus Jan. 30 and 31, will be Dr.
2. The number of high school
Howard Thurman. Dr. Thurman
wili spenk in Morris Dailey audiiteceaSaiST for--acim;saion has been
torium at 2:30 o’clock Monday
raised.
afternoon.
At 4 o’clock, directly following
3. Out-of-state and, other junhis speech an "The Quest fot Staior .college district residents can
bility". Dr. ’Thurman will conduct
tiot be admitted to the junior cola question period or skeptics hour
lege.
in S 112.
The new regulations. state
Dr. Thurman, a well known
that
high school graduates-with. .
minister and lecturer, has been
eight or more academic, or 12
minister of the Church of the
or more total, unofAr
Fellowship of All Peoples la
--theros-its
organ-Smar
_
_at.
a :: till 1094f 4H. otir.aornd 1932
ization
or c ear, admission to-1944;111eAWN- ProteseOr of-Sys&
tieh
re-We..:AtiWt
terriatic Theology and Dean of
univirs-Minima- (-nurse will be enrolled’
Ity in Washington, D.C.
DICK PRITCHARD
in unior
He was graduated from Mor
- DIL-HintrAint-"Prittsmnry
es Inc
e
Atlanta,
Ga.,
and
"transactriome-conege-rnstudent laady Office to
es,
thematics, natural and
earned his
degree from Colthe show’s fioancial affairs.
annul sciences.
National Council on Religion in
school.
Divinity
gate
Rochester
Pritchard said yesterday that
Higbee Ediica Hon, and was
gradetbt-..,.Fork in
ith :two or more
riders
a proposed ruriquistiug-timmity
dudirman of a studentailleipit:;
astitia.-- approval of all Cat nientbersWith the "’Tin" ’’chca or
Hon to India, Burma, eid.Cest=-: tears at advanced_stiligling
’lin
itzotrLfizi:
1,935
inet_mirtu, a C (-1.0) averagftateilbeigrented==.-___
grades less than C-average had egc. Ohio. an
aud
is
sated
’ this time. he traveled more than aavanced standmg in state col
loge.-Admiesiett-efi-teariefera-wit,1
Mind as to Which members of his also holds honorary doctor’s de- 18,090 miles and lectu
yeats COIYallr3aikcast he would be able to count on. grees trom-norehouse cutts.ge
more than 40.-institu
Wesleyan university of Middletime to will
Dr. Thurman has fou
author several bookie
1’ ’
The University of Iowa twice "Deep River" and ;Jesus and the
High school grarfutUen. with
employed riim as a visiting pro- Disinherited."
at least use units elt.recoint.
fessor.
Dr. Thurman has been
During the past five years -he mending grade. (A’s or
--preacher
tecturer In more than has been orggnizing and developacademic subjects in the last
200 American and_Canadian ing his
which is an inter- three high echooryears, but Was
Spartan P.eveiries will die un-I regulation can keep Revelries schools, including
the Universities racial, inicultural. and non-seceight academic or 12 total
less the student hody takes thetalive."
’of Chicago. Wisconsin, Illinois, tarian venture in religious fellow- than
units of A’s and IS’n, will be adI
Mr. Balgooyen praised Revelries Michigan,
Ohio
State, Pennsylva- ship and experience. From a.group
responsibility of controlling :it.
mitted to junior college only.
as "an excellent training ground’
Princeton, of 30. persons, membershi
Mr. Jed- Balgooyetr, Speech and for students since it provides an! nia, Yale, Harvard,
has
Wesleynn._and Oberlin eellege- grown to
.-These
students, except those’
,0013.4arsoatilhDr
’nstrtiete.r__and__Revelraos-owa.ttniay tcr produce and pare has also traveled extens- chidtn’ g Caucasians. Negroes. Japbe
adviser, told the Spartan Daily ticipate in a show entirely by
yesterday.
themselvesrThe urged -students ively in foreign lands, and in anese, Chinese. and Latin Ameri- transferred to state college when
they--have maintained satisfactory
of the __cans.;___
"f’think that a far-sighted ser-I t a I
u
th St ci rit 1929 was elected a
schotastie r
r s. ApplIcam,
ies of regulations should be formel-Council to sttp
and demand’
with less than five units’ of a rye’ed- to control the activity. but 1 more student responsibility. ,
mended mark -will not -he el those regulat:ons must stem from:
"The value Of Revelries as a ,
ible"ttir admion to either state
the- stUdents as well as the ad., training fuiiction will cease if stu-’
r Juniut ’ollecy
_
ministration," Baikooyen efriblie-! duet 25
e not allowethltr-evercise.
-.
sized. He -warned that withaut ac-I their own judgment of what eon-j_
live student participation "nt:qstitutes good taste," Balgooyen
San Jost, Calif., Friday, January 27; 1950
Vol. XXXVIII
Nor; 68
amount of regulation or lack of j said.
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n Urges Students To
Assume Control of Revelries
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Dean Warns Boys
Of 18 toltegister -

Weather

, UNITED PRESS ROUNDUP
ine-Terce* of State-Labor Force
Go Without Work Last Month

At the risk _of...incurring social-INT
ostracism, today’s forecaster
"All 18-year-old male students again predicts rain. Yesterday’s
Nearly one out of 10 working
at San Jose State college who temperatures were slightly warmhave not registered for Selective er with a high of 51 and a low people in California tifent withOut
37. Skies were_elear._ ------rtobis-last-month. the State -De--service-should=chrise-at-tmegilliF-of
Thispartment . of F!_mploymen_s_as-.
announcement was blade by-n
enced-kesterdaY. who
Pitman,
warned
-that
Paid
is estimated that 409,00(
tegister may result in
state’s
.=_-_-----4a11111
Today is the deadline tc.,r par- sons. or 9.1 ner cent of the’
were
tome
of
4.482.000
labor
total
arrest for draft dodgir.z..
chwa at books and sum)!
The dean estimated teat more by veterans attending college unemployed. The total was -esti.than 50 students on campus are under the G.I. bill. This an- mated at 82,000 greater than in
violating the draft law and urges nouncement was made today December i year ago and 48,000
that they go at once to the selec- by the Veterans’ office which more than in November, 1949.
The department pointed out the
tive s’ervice board in the Bank warned that after this date alt
of America building, at First and purchases of hooks and sup- total number of jobs available had
2000 since NovemSanta Clara streets.
plies by vterans will have to decreased only
ber, while the number of persons
be paid for in cash.
available fog. work increased by
. In the event that authorize
46,000.
.
books are riot in stock at the
book store, they may be picked F.D.R. JR.. SUBS
Representative F r a -n k,1 i n D.
All California mountain roads. up at a later date. However,
stepped
including interstate routes and th. purchase order must be left Atitolievelt, Jr
those maintained for winter-sports at the boolty._11t the into the political epotafglit as a
areas were clear yesterday, the hooka are i-it in stock by FM- likely Democratic candidate for
California State Automobile as- day. Feb. 10, they cannot bt, governor of New York -by agreesubstitute for ailing Mayor
soeiatton reported.
piirchased for the ’winter quer. ing to
William O’Dwyer at his city adChains were still compulsory on ter
miniitration victory dinner.
Highways 40 and 50.

Buy Books T

Roads Are Cleared

- it

Conftiff Mks
On Relations

__
Good -StudentTeacher Relationships" will be
the topic of Mr. Riche
Conniff’s
Mayor O’Dtver is vacationing address to Inc California -Student
in Florida to -shake off a persist- Teachers!- -Issociattort lititt Tuesent virus infection. He was to be day at. 4 11:TtrIteA-1, accie idI g,,,__
a
r - rd
A-President t --Wrigliprinc
PLEADS-INNOCEVer-------af
’Henry A. Wallace. former vieSe--...1as--graduated from
president of the United States,
*allege with- tne - yesterday
class of 1939, and he received his
can activities committee he had
Master’s degree in education from
nothing to lo with wartime atoStanford university in 1948. He
mic shipments to. Russia. and he
served for several years as prinmdidadenot kno* they were being
cipal of Trace Grammar school,
-and is now principal of the Alum
PRINCESS TO WED
Rock Park school, according to
Emperor Hirohito’s 20-year-old
Cirigliano.
daughter, Princess Kazuko, was
betrethed_yesterday to a young.--- A_repart.--.3h the bay rp, ion eon
government cterk who
. ...earns’ .$20 ference of the ’ joint ---,Ca--"-lifo7n-is;
a month.
Trachers’ rrs-xtreon-CSTA , in
The prospective bridegroom is San Francine() S turdev -Wilt" be
Toshimichi, 26, only son Of tl
cs
mteailion chief--prieet--of Tokyo’s M
pres_ident..
said._
Shrine. and ’cousin to dowager
Ciriglikno invitee, alLitudents
princess SiiilAo., As the custom.
he received -I marriage offer from interested in teaching to attend
the _imperial family. _ ,_. -- .the meeting, and discloses- that
Marriage liens are under way. refreshments will be served.
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Joyce Call, George McDonald, Margot Miller.
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The People Must Choose
gi.uurof
Magazine- eENti:ii-Normarreotisinsr-spealth’rti before
California United World Federalists in San Francisco last week, -predicted World Federation would come -- -by means of another war
or in time to avert it.’
He went on to say that democracy, as we know it, could not
survive if "two-thirds of the productive thought and capacity of our
country goes into a war we cannot win in terms of human destiny."
We concur with Mr. Cousins’ pessimistic view of democracy’s
submit that there is little hope of
chances for survival but
achieving World Federalism, or any other advance socio-political
state, if we are embroiled in another war.
There are those among us who pooh-pooh the power of our
vaunted atomic bomb.
’’Just a highly developed bow and arrow, they ;ay. "Another
weapon that Will c1O-liftfe-TO-changelhe pattern of modern warfare.’
oythhr saw Hiroshima, or Nagasaki.
- The bo
In all probability they directed beachhead and front line efforts
from their upholstered backsides, far from thelheaters of operations. We don’t subscribe to the view that foxhole living makes
11-171T1171
.-buf-it-dour-givirinstrvliawn-tomartk-shInl-ch
upt
of war.
ngs i e om an
doubters who say the concept of World
There are others
Federalism is nothing more than an over-inflated United Nations.
That it could be defeated by the opposition of one of the major
--powars.
United World Federalists, apparently oblivious of their critics
and loath to accept suggestions from outside their ranks, con-.tinpe to lobby here and in Europe for amendments that will allow
participation in a super-government. Their entire campaign seems
’ttibe based on the precarious conclusion that governments control the world.
We say the ultimate decision on World Feder -al-7m oF wtd7
’
lies with the people.
We hold that the people want peace, security and freedom from
fear. If United World Feder4ilis1s -offer these, let. them take their
mesage te- the people before ifs too late for talk.

Less Oratory, More Discussion
Back in 1946, when G.I. Joes advanced en masse upon Amerizan
eges, priatrAfors rrarArpri fnr A drastic Change in teaching meththought the educators, would march into the classrooms
ods.
and depend an-aplanation of every controversial point raised by the
irt,trusfor
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Thrust and Parry

Thrust and.Parry:
Discussions I’ve had with other
By DORLS HILDEBRAND
students in the last several days
Mr. Paul Ecker, an instructor
impel me to state the following:
at San Jose State college, is a
There are many business men
music enthusiast who teaches ecoin this area who definitely help
nomics.
the student--some with jobs, some
with an easy credit plan or retater started his college career
duced rates, etc.
et a- titttsiethijdr, specializing -41r
-Occasionally a business man
does a rather outstanding act:
the cello and string bass. He
Last week a car dealer gave away,..
helped to pay his way through col:
five cars to students.
lege b-y working in dance bands
The . Spartan Daily devoted- a
and has - conducted- college glee
very, short column without gign.
clubs and orchestras.
tioning the name of the dealer or
business name (Spartan Daily,
When asked why he forsook
Jan. 20, ’1950, p. 8).
music to study and teach economPerhaps, it was an advertising
ics, Mr. Ecker Said he believed it
scheme to p.r omote
.itnics is a curtoward veterans who are about
rent s u b j e c t, Changing all the
to receive their insurance divitime, and becatae it deals with
dends . . . you know .....Corne
affairs of the country.
over and see good-hearted Joe at
Almaden Motors!"
Mr. Ecker came, here in, the
I’m M a quandry. Is the-Sparmiddle of laid waster. When he
tan Daily tob smart to be taken
was asked how he likes San Jose
in by such tripe, or is it below
State college, he said ’that’ he is
dignity? Maybe this "type’
your
very much impressed with our
of thing is distasteful, or ale
Social Science department. It is,
there by
restricting you?
Perhaps you lacked the space or
was there a veto?
I say, let’s look at it from-1 he
viewpoint of how a little publicity
can benefit the student. Maybe
other enterpreneurs will catch the
Marion Summers, ASH 7027.
"hug" and do similar acts - that
is . . . ah . . . if we appear a
little grateful, eh?
Bully-Bully
I’m not sore at anyone. I have
a car, but I de need a washing
Dear U. rust and Parry and
machine!
Duke berm:
Robert Gillespie, ASH 4099,
- Bully -bully for the Social Af_fairs committee!
Theyitoa.., have seen fit to place
blame on last year’s Spartan-Revelries. Oh well, they may as well: Thrust and Parry
its seems to be the vogue. They and Science Reporter:
We se,e intir eat
t. probably reason.: "If anythingo’goes
wrong, let’s shoulder it off on the port on a sea otter counting fore
1949 production - one more com- by members of Dr. William (rat’s
plaint cannot blacken that in- wildlife management clasN. We
famous fevue any more. Even have only one question: how in
though it was funny, it was in- the kelp do you count sea. otter?
ASB’s- 4118, 5184, 31448,
decent.’ Even though it was more
, 5722, 3175, 4019, 501S.
profitable than ever before. ’every
one’. knows. it was poorly. manpersonalities that conflict with 010
qged.
critics from downtown journals policies of the director in -fields
PAUL ECKER
«elaimed the production as out- irrelecant..to the theatre. They.
different- from-any .inding, thirSe in thekij6s:felliik e:SaVe- -only-t110- Yhtict-s11-nOnz aftdof the others with which he has it Was not worthy Of San Jose the trite censuring. And 419 tait4
been acquainted.
state. We don’t have to have that not -- oh, perish the..thotwht
Revelries dance after all.. We’ll anything that .honors them hkŁ
Obtains AB at Pomona
that because the cast never the -ReVelries dance. A
The new instructor comes from
Appleton, Wis., where he attended’ showeif_up in the past There is no "You’re -Welcome" , front’ tTie c:0
of "how’s It Coin’ " for ’
grade school and high school. sense in having it."
After receiving his A.B. from Po- . Logical? Sore. And gee, Duke, showing last Year.
O000h, Im so proud of .you. Welmona college in California, Eckel’ I. want to extend to you my sinattended Claremont Graduate cerest congratulations on yo‘ur come to the fold.
Ray Bishop, ASS
school in Claremont. Calif., where shortmindedness. The entire cast,
he earned his M.A. He was later mei 100, arty( playing art exhaust’
a graduate assistant at Oberlin ive four night run, showed up at
PURDUE UNIVERSITY. The
college. This summer Mr. Ecker I the- dance. last year. Now what
Dol’
duced me that night.
ts Chi, national journaikaio r aClaremont.
Now don’t get me wrong; I’m ternity. held initiation cereinniiies
A Phi Beta Kappa member, deeply indebted to everyone who in the Union Sunday. The lone
Ecker also belonged to Sigma Tau has made it, their personal business pledge initiated was Jack 1101fraternity while at Pomona col- to see that Revelries gets all this loway,.news editor of the 1-:\ponfair publicity. I hope that you ent.
lege.
will not change your reason for
Ecker and his wife, Louise.. are dropping the dance.
It’s a typical
ONE OF THE FINEST ART
planning to build a home here. reason: typical of
the many other DEPARTMENTS IN THE BAY AREA
They expect their first child in complaint i that
have been heading
May..
my way bra whole year; typical
that they are keorn ally based
Serving fur a naval aviator.
F.eker spent the years from 1942 on hearsay and imaginationYou
until 1945 as a Lieut. (jg) in a know, after all, the cast doesn’t
.night torpedo unit. Ile was in deserve any recognition for their
loss of sleep, free time, and
the Pacific theater.
wei
, muse, an
trave
are late hours, and worries. They deEcker’s favorite diversions. Be- serve only fo-Wve their sincere
112 sititnitand Strut
sides his travel during the war, endeavors criticized unjustly by
has seen a great deal of this
country. During the last Three and
a half years he, has crossed the
United States ten times. Also interested in softball, Ecker played
on service ball clubs and also on
a semi-professional softball club
in Wisconsin.
Dear Thrust and Parry and
George McDonald:
Gentlemen, short hair is here to
for awhile, at least. And
stay It isn’t because women want to
show their ears like men. There
are deeper, subtler reasons.
Many women look like overgrown haystacks with a full head
of hair, but .in years past have
been too timid to defy convention.
the-has come. They
NOW
can mow the hay confidently,
aware tItallItEr are- ht style. And
style, gentlemen, is embedded in a
woman’s sout, no matter’ how
much of an individualist she may
bei
Some of the gals figure that a
short haircut gives them a younger, more feminine look. No longer
must they be compared to cocker
spaniels. NO longer must they suffer the endless winding-of pincurls That come- out in the’ fog
anyway.
And speaking of ears, why not
show them? In the past, you gentlemen have never been advocates
of the cover-up routing.
The Neanderthal era is gone.
Long hair is no longer necessary
for dragging purposes.
. And, believe it or not, some of
the ladies cut their hair because
"George likes it that way."

-Ott Counting

Fvsn thowth theorerwisg

I

and sinker, the ’words of civilian -trained teachers,.
As history- hes it, the educators were disappointed. al. Joes
have been only slightly less submissive than their younger colleagues.
However, we cannot toss the blame for the sad lack of classroom
discussion blissfully into the lap of student apathy. It is the result of
several factors. Classrooms are overcrowded, there asp time Ii
tions, some instructors are either unwiHing or incapable of conducting
discussion periods, and many students feel’ that if they disagree with
the instructor their orades will be affected.
We submit that few college students will stand up on their
have a perfect right
hind legs and voice their opinions, as
to do. Those who do so are the exceptionally aggressive students.
Most progressive educators agree that aggressiveness on the part
of students is desirable. However, aggrecsenesereditary.
It k the result of training and environment.
As much emphasis should be placesLon-elassreem-elisc-us5ien;
_ver an instructor has to say, if canac
not be so important that he has not time to allow students to speak
their minds on the subject. At least one-fourth of the time
the classroom should be ctevoted to discussion.
The human element dictates that there be a few dogmatic. instr4tors, even on the San Jose State college campi.4. These instructor* as well as students; would benefit from discussion periods. The
ptnioose of a college is to build and shape minds, not, to string them
along by sheer oretorical force.

Free Cars

Short Hair

0

00
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STUDIO
Wrestling, as we
day, was practiced

think of it toby the Egyptians in 3,000 B.C. Positions, holds
and the rules governing wrestling
have been found in the pharaohs
tombs along the Nile river.

TRY LUNCH AT . . .

DONUT SHOP
371 West San Carlos

Every Friday Night:

Rickey’s Song Contest
A free painting to the winner.

Every Day:

DIERKS
"Known for Geocf Food"
17 E. Santa Clara St.

CLUB

Lunch
Dinner

from .95
from 2.00

oor Ilttbarreo
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By RICHARD WATRY, Exchange Editor
(Ed. Note: The following article was written in the Brigham
Young "Universe" and is herewith printed in its entirety. This columnist feels it is worthy of reprint.)
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What’s Wrong with College -

ed a
Jarener or
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I have never attended an educational conference, I have never
done
treatise on the philosophy of education, nor have I ever conducted a college lecture. As a critic of our higher education, I have
the unique position of a student, and though such a Rapacity may
not qualify what I might say, I would like to tender it as one
student’s opinion.

I. There are not enough good teachers.
No matter how well informed he may be, a teacher’ who is beset
by two hundred pupils a day and who leeks- in-salesmanship Capacity
Is all ’htirliieffeetive, even as a text book supplement. A large percentage of college teachers not only lack the tithe to deal properly
.with, their students, but they are unable to communicate in.* receptive manner what they do know. It seeMs that the capacity to
teach Is taken for granted. in their pedagogic preparation.

2. There are not enough good students.

u- the

Four years of prolonged adolescence appears in many cases to
be the intent and the only qualification being a provident family
economy; and unprepared for any maturing influences, they revel
in a diversity of hodgepodge, losing -themselves in the confusion of
prescribed courses, social life, and semi-professional athletics.

l.t he
!h the
that
car a

3. We are still victims of an antequated system of rewards
and punishments.
The extraneous motivation of tests, grades, awards And diplomas places wrongly the accent upon social estimation instead of

’ are
you?
CC or

have
ishing

self-estimation. Rather than utilizing a system whereby the student
is motivated through interest and appeal, which granted is much
more difficult, he is coaxed and wheedled by a series of false values.

1199,

4. Most college training prepares one only for further academic
pursuit and_net for practical life. There is not enough correlation between education and .the life
_gne will.have to face_ outside of college. By se_parating education
ufrom practkal life society has inculcated the vicious belief that
cation is one thing and.lif: another.

to I et; tete
Graf’s
. We
ow in
Ott er?

A bachelor’s degree in such a course as mathematics guarantees
knowledge of .little else but mathematics. A facility in a single
capacity amidst general ignorance is not significant of an educated man.

6. In an age of supposed civil liberties college procedures are
frequently examples of rigid autocracy.

ith the
fields
They
17; ’alit’

The teacher-centered class, in which the ideas and egos of the
teachers are the only ones expressed, whether first or second hand,
may be the most expedient method in the eyes of a deficient instructor.
--But such dogmatic direction will never produce strong mature citizens.

tainijr
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n 111,:,

7. The overcrowded institution uses assembly line techniques
as if the student were an inanimate machine.

The
a Deli(’ hi-

Ewon-
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tic
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Like an automobile in tho making, the -student o( today is pushed
through a- series-of- processes with little- regard for individual differences or a receptive integration of. material.

In guiding and grading, the teacher’s yardstick is still primarily
of personal estimate.

8.
one
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NORTHWESTERN UN I V. it-Northwestern university has received a gift of almost $100,000
4
from Dr. Anna Ross Lapham, first
woman professor of the university’s medical school, President J.
Roscoe Miller announced today.
Dr. Lapham, who is assistant
professor of obstetrics, eineritas,
II
presented the gi(t to the department of obstetrics and gynecology to be used for research,
scholarships, atul
Dr. Laphom received her degree
of doctor of .medicine cum laude
from Northwestern in 1898, joined
SAN DIE60 STATE COLthe medical school faculty in 1919, LEGE."I do not think a coland was given her present emeri- lege paper should do any crutus rank in 1946.
sading," stated Frank Reynolds,
For many years-she-assisttEtrtM" new editor-elect of the Aztec,
late Dr. Joseph.B. DeLeewellTuesday in an interview followknown obstetrician and founder ing his "surprise" appointnnent
of the Chicago Lying-In hospital. -,by the Student Council Monday
night.
Reynolds further stated that no
more "argumentative" editorials
would appear in the campus publication. The darkhorse appointee
failed to define his conception of
the term "crusading," however,
and did not enlighten his questioners as to how an editorial could
MICHIGAN
STATE COL- be kept free of "argumentative"
LEGE.Put a male in Vakeley issues.
dormitory and anything might
le "related, next, that the
happen.
paper in the past had not been
An unidentified male student giving "both sides of some conemployee of
the
dormitory troversial issues." There are to
turned OA the gas of a toaster he no drastic changes in the
Monday
morning
and
then Aztec stall,
Re)nolds emphareached’ for a match.
sized.
_After A- lengthy search, thiswant to promote much
match was finally ford and
more cooperation between the
struck. The gas-filled toasting
Aztec staff and the Student
chamber went up in flames.
Council," the appointee said. He
When the East Lansing firewas particularly dissatisfied.
men arrived they discovered
with the editorial content of the
only a few wires damaged. The
Aztec’s present sport-section,
dent had gone to class.
eatilhientIng: "The athletes are

Campus Scene

No CriatidO:
Or Arguments
Says Editor

BOOM!

Jet Is. Turned.
Match Burned,
Boy Adjourned

qua% background Of "moral information.

S.

I. Wel-

$100;000 Gift
Donated To NU
From Doctor

New. Journalism Degree Given
At Arkansas for First Time
UNIV. OF ARKANSA.S.---tmeddifion to the installation of the
new University press and the acquisition of a Journalism building another step has been made
in the direction of a School-4d
Journalism at the University. of
Arkansas.
For the first time in the history of the school a Bachelor of Science
Journalism , degree
will be offered- to students this
year. Formerly, only a Bachelor
. of Arts degree with a major in
Journalism has been been of-

Journalism, students must meet
the following reqtdrements: 30
hours of Journalism; 18 hours of
English and foreign languages:
and-36tionrslromthe two groups
of history and socjal science, and
mathematics and natural sciences.

deal." Mr. Reyout,. a s a concrete
gelbtlis"uoil.n.rer4w
,
_
example, that, "We have some
of the best athletes in the country, and there should be rnore
publicity:"

Roll Outsthe Barrel!

.
Four Naughty Spartans
From’ Michigan State
No Sisccess; Await Fate

f4ICHIGAN STATE COLLEGE
--Four Michigan State college
students are being held in St.
Johns for the reported theft of
a beer barrel from the Pigeon Inn
north of Lansing, according to
State Police.
The unidentified students were
picked up by campus police yesterday and rt-l.t.ried over to the
state police. Two others were expected to be arrested in Owosso
yesterday, police said.
The students will be arraigned
before Judge Charles Speers, justice court, on a charge of simple
larceny, state police said.

ANDREE’S
Drive-In Restaurant
(Ac’ross From Civic Auditorium)
SAN CARLOS and ALMADEN STS.
Lunch
Dime.
Ineltfast
Try Our Famouf6-Bar-B-Cued Spare Ribs
85
with Special Sauce
Home -Made Chili with
30
Fresh Ground Baal
French Fried
Prawns
ANDREE’S SPECIAL
Home -Made App!. Dumpling
with hot rum Sauce

85*
250

25
Deep Dish Pies
Open Every Day, 7:30 e.rn. ’till I Lin,’ Fri.-Sat. till 3 am.Car Sarvic

The personal factors of similar interests, student response to
teachers’ personality, and general impressions or attitudes are
Requisites
many cases the, principal criteria for judging the student. It is comItequirements for the BSJ demon knowledge that to major -in certain courses is to guarantee a
gree are: the candidate must meet
Priority --for higher grades in those classes.
thenti dote, residence, and reg9. The popular estimate of a college comes in terms of the istration requirements and comquality of its football or basketball team.
plete satisfactorily at least 124
Either inter-college sports should be placed on a strictly non- semester hours in approved
Required courses are:
from the list of college courses.
commercial basis or they should be
activities. Many students are uncertain whether their attachment Journalism, 30 hours; English. (or
to a school centers around the successes -0f their football team or foreign language), 18 hours; natural and physical sciences, 12
their intellectual association.
hours; social science, 42 hours; in10. Maturity is not the result of an immature estimate.
cluding one minor course of 18
as
body
and
deals
with
the
student
considers
which
A faculty
hours.
an immature group will never foster a mature one. In order to
For a BA degree with a major
encourage aifult -behavior, teachers must -relinquish some of their
guarded responsibility and--ooneada-to-the-iitudents a measure of selfguidance and self-discipline.
The writer does not claim to be fre___e_from guilt in the above
Indictments, nor dOetieet any of them upon specific parties
of past or present association. Aware of the over-simplification, he
Is tor/di:int of many of the underlying factors which produce and
perpetuate the undesirable situations.
The optimistic purpose of this criticism is to stimulate and
maintain a consciousness of the inadequacies confronting our colleges of today, in hopes that such discontent may in time foster some
degree of improvement. One may pride in higher education and
still decry its failures.

PERFECT FITTING
ARROW COLLARS
PAITOCIA-SHAPED
TO FIT UTTER
FINE, LONG
WEARING FABRICS
BUTTONS THAT
STAY PUT I
SANFORIZED - WON’T
SHRINK OVER I%

Leather Craft Shop

)045

KEN1255FINDE INN
BREAKFAST
LUNCH
DINNER
WE SPECIALIZE IN FRESH VEGETABLES-REASONABLE PRICES6:00

A.M. Until 7:30 P.M.

Complete line of
Craft Tools
and Leather
WALLETS
HANDBAGS
BELTS
Made to Order

LET ITS HELP
MI’ GET STARTED
73 E. SAN FERNANDO
CYpress 3-6624

UNDERWEAR

HANDKERCHIEFS

SPORTS SHIRTS

4
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Refund Benefits
Many Local Vets

C Oth *tires
For Blue Key
Organization

, 4

Freshman to Rep
Frat in Queen ContesU
The San Jose State .college
chapter ot Kappa Sigma Kappa
has elected a queen to compete
with representatives from other
units of the national fraternity.
She is Miss Janice .Clausnitzer,
a freshman psychology major
from Pleasanton, and will be in-feed-OM to members, pledges,
and guests at an informal dance
,.
tonivighitt
It the title "Mho KM
_of San Jose," brown-eyed Jan_
will vie for queen honors at

*me.

. The first chapter of Blue Key,
men’s national honor ’fraternity,
in the state ot Washington and
An estimated $500,000 in additional purchasing power is being one of the few national societies
of a
placed in the hands of San Jose State college students. This is the of any kind on the campus
to
competitive"
college
"slightly
approximate total of the special dividend ip ayments being made to
Sanlose State college, is in pras,_
’Service
National
Insurande
Life
viho
held
campus
on
veterans
1ctstollowing a , meeting of
in the armed forces. Payments ate being made now and will continue. Stafters chapter of Blue Key this
to I hi’ end of the spring quarter,
week.
’
with the Average cheek being suited from an over-estimate of
about $200, according to local World War L casualties by gdvThe local frat.._.put their .seal
VA authorities. More than $4200 ernment insurance aciperts. Ser- of approval on petitions forwardoily is being added to the pock- vicemen paid higher rates than ded to them by Eastern Washing- the national Kappa Sigma Kapetbooks of these veta, most of actually was necessary during
ton college and the CollegC*tof pa convention 19 Chteago slurwar because of this incorrect es- Pacific to form Blue Key orgapi6 Aug August. She was picked to
wham have families.
_
represent the California Delta
timate
.
zations on their campuses.. One of the- that Spartans to. reshapter -aftt:r two months of
Another injection of purchasceive the special payment was
’
Before becoming- final the ’ap- careful screening mid observaSalaos Alvarez, who lives at ing power will affect former plications must be passed on,. by tion,..according. to Rick Schu:* Spartan City. Alvarez, who is prisoners of war, who are elig- all Pacific Coast Blue Key gcoUPe man, traternily representative.
married and has two children, re- ible far special compensation, and then by ttle national headAt,-thal dance this evening in
ceived more than 1350. A junior for time spent in enemy intern- quarters. of. the society. Would-be Los Gatos ’American Legion dull
language Major, Alvarez hopes ment camps.
charter members at;COP included win be formally introduced to
eventually to teach in the Bay
Footballers Eddie LeBaron: ,and members and
dance with
The
campus.
veterans
office
did
Area.
Harry Kane, and Student Body eaelyinnan, Schuman said. The
not know yesterday how many President Moe Hess.
Arat ’queen is 19, was horn in
More than 2650 former sol- students would be effected. Howschools in
diers, sailors, marines and coast ever, a conservative estimate is
In other actions, the local frte. Yreka, and attended
Prior
.anii.:j’leasanton.
Oakland
guardsmen now enrolled ,at that several thousand dollars will ternity vot e
to sponsor the
col State
Jose
enterizigtZ
to
- Washington Square, are benefit- find its way to former POWs now Men’s gym as a noon eating place
Sam-jiursing at Sam
ting from the divideade.’.which re- enrolled, here.
for students who could also lege she-s
.
watch various games being played uel Merritt’ hospital In Oakland.

ApPlictitions for. iitlartiShlti rff; Dean Pitinen#Isonamented, "and
Public affairs at the Coro foun- 1 feel that more would be sc.
ddtion in Sah. Francisco are notv "Sect
"I" ""14--"bmit
their applications."
being accepted. This information
was released to Dean Pitman by , The Coro foundation. which was
Mr: W. Donald Fletcher, director
4:trotT of
of the foundation, and Mr. Sam- Sin - -Freneisea -laselialisisien inimptibtr the conuel: Sewall staff assistant, who
visited the college Wednesday. ducting of public affairs, accepts
12 students each year, chosen
"Ss i .1Iese State college has from colleges and universities
furl:Admit the of the 48 stu- througho
Califfirnia.
deptiv trim all over California
who -have taken the internship,"
Applicants must be
college
graduates with at least" a’B.A.
degree and must express an interest in public affairs and intend to make professional use of
their training- after graduation.

194i

emuRew,
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GRACE LUTHERAN CHURCH
(United Lutheran Church in America)
59 E. Julian St.
Sunday, 9:45 a.m.Church School
I I a.m.Morning_Siervice by pester.
7 p.m.Luther League.
Rev. Clarence F,Crouser, AB: ’23

TRINITY EPISCCIPALCHURCH
Second br,c1 if. John Streets
Sunday, 5:00 a.m.mete CoMmunien
School
e5n.-01surcti
1:30
ttSCry.yrrin4stornimy Prayer end Sermon
7:30 p.m.Canterbury Club
Rev. Howard I. Scbolten
Chaplain to Episcopal Students
Phone CYpress 3-71S3

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
80 S F;fth Street

Ti an

die- May 1:Classes shin -Oct. 1*,’ and run
’through the following June.
Tuition -is approximately $500
for the cause.. and is. approved
for G.I. training with scholarships
available. for non-vets. Mr. Sewall asserted that approved’ applicants have _little difficulty in obtaining assistance.
Further information may be obtained_ Tistaic.the, Dean of Men’s
office.

Booklet Aids Users
Of SJSC Library
Now available at the library
circulation desk is a printed page
information booklet titled ’,’Know
Your Library."

"When Religion-.L -Designed to-aid-the-at
using library. facilities, the book.
’
’Experience."
let contains sections dealing wit

7:00 P.M.

Christian Youth

Fellowship.

_

FIRST BAPTIST

CHURCH
Rev. Clare,ce R. Sands, Pastor
Meoe Roark Pastor’s Assistant
Second and San Antonio Streets
TIMES OF WORSHIP
S,.ndy, I I:00 .m., 7:30 p.m.
9:30 a.m. High Collegiate
Dept. of*Church School
Wednesday, 7:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting

library organizations, the Dewey
decimal system, the card catalog library rules and fines, the
Reserve Book room,and the procedure to be followed in borrowing books and periodicals.
The booklet was ’designed and
printed as an instructional unit
in printing under the guidance
of Mr. Hartley E. Jackson, associate professor of industrial arts,
and replaces a mimeographed version that was used prevrously.

Sign-up by Feb. 3
For Activity Lab

six
Jure on a wc..ek’s trial basis to see on blonde,. height five feet
how students cooperate in throw. inches, and a RWH of 34-2.1-34.
, a n d refreshing empty lunch sacks and Otqr . Faitortainment
refuse into specially provided ment’s ’will highlight the informal
hobo dance. Schuman said:
trash cans.
4104"
’

Walk-Clearing Precinct Station
Full-Ttme Job Books *Couples
Lambda Chi Alpha members
er’S buildings and grounds’ crew and guests were interned behind
have been kept busy the last few bars at the fraternity’s "Sixth
rainy days squee-geeing the Mud Street Precinct Station" Saturday
off -the sidewalks around the Cam- night. Thirty couples served a
three-hour stretch at hard labor.
pus.
dancing to music from recordings::
The project is put into effect
Dates of the members received
every year during the rainy seabids in the form of ,warrants and
AM to prevent injurie% which were picked up by two uniformed
-might be s‘if fered by stunts officers. The gtrls Were
hand or faculty members losing their
cat fed and cmcorted to tik
equilibrium on the slippery pave-in -a Black Maria fashioned tram
ments. -a-station wajzon.
The-joh-is complicated becatlie
Uponarriving at the Station
the walla.; are so low that puddles they were hooked and treated to
collect elle: every light ishenVer. a mug shot complete with- name
.a.
Students using the walks con. card.
tinually track mud on them mak;
Dress for the affair was hobo
ing it impossible to keep
and "refreshments -were.
the style,
_
walks cleared at all times.
. served from till pails and pans.

4
4

Let

us show you our
breatir-4aking toikcten
of Towle Sterliug patterns. Lovely solid silver, designed and created in craft traditions

Boiling-

famous since 1.690
yet surprisingly inex-

1
I

pensivel A six -piece
place ’setting caw cost
as little as $22.50 in-

au-ding -26% Fed-eV--Tax . -Start your set
now
be an
investment in beauty
for a lifetime!
TOW- LE

Governor Warren Speaks
For ’Model Le.t4slature’

re

-gcmfffdr,

-Governor- Earl -Warrenhaswe- leadersof---Califorftia.
eepted an invitation, to speak:AI fairs invaluable training," Dean

the opening session of the
Pitman said, "and helps them unlegislature at SacramentiE7
derstand,the complexities of mod23. The Governor’s acceptanceern government. Through better
was made known in a letter frb
tmderstanding they will be better
his office to Dean Pitman of San
citizens and more intelligent votiS:chalf]
Jose State college, who
:
ers."
man of the Youth and Government
This year’s ’model legislature’
Program committee of ther Pact
Is the second in the series and is
fic-Southwest area council of tbe
ekpected to become_ an anraual
I-Council of
event.
ledom.legislature,---whieh
--ehT"--.sACMY
m
s
.157-14,1-1/4
and 25," the Dean e ’lamed, ."is
ing high
composed of 200 outs
school students from the entire

LVAN
eweteri
LI’N oed JUNG
FIRST n.J SAN ILI1NANDO SIRECTS

ARE YOU MISSING SOMETHING?

stafe.
"These students run a model
of t h e legislative branch of
California
government," Pitman continued, "complete with
the introduction and discussion
of hills. They refer these bills
to committee and later vote on
them, either rejecting or enacting them into law.

-The ’model legislature,’ gives

WANTED - Models!

--

College Age Group:
"Senior B. Y." 6:15 Sunday evenings.
The group has wide weis meetings
each Sunday night. Outside speakers
Cr. brought in from time to time. A
variety of social activities is scheduled
throughout the school year. One Sunday a month the group goes to the
Odd Fellows Hoilis to hold services.
The group also sponsors other activities
es the need arises -

41.110.

e Other vital statistics include
as they ate. The plan mail .ttei
light brhstrn Mir; whirls verges
put into operation in the near fti-f

Coro Foundation
Accepts Applications

DIRECTORY

KSK’s JANICE

Kindergarten-primary anti genelementary education majors
who intend lo take Activity Laboratory, 1.A. 102, in spring ,quarter must pre-regIster before Friday, Feb. 3 in Room 61 of the
Education building, according to
Mrs. Marjotie Stephenson, Educ a t ion department secretary.
Only ,seniors and third quarter
juniors are cilgible for the course.

eral

10 Models For Fashion Show
March 27, Civic Auditorium
Must be 5’7" in heels.
Apply Tues.-Sat.,
II A.M.-9 P.M., at
Renee’ School of Charm
92 S. 3rd Street
Models to be trained by Renee’

SOME PEOPLE LIVE, many just lust, unable to stand up against the tensions of an age of insecurity and the _conflicts of a morality in
transition.
.
RELIGION IS THE ONLY STRAIGHT ROAD to fullness of life. Your living
needs the unifying power of a shared philosophy
honest, vital
and warm.
UNITARIAN LIVES and Unitarian Churches are laboratories of integrated,
unitary living. Unitarianism is the most practical, though not the
easiest of th world’s religions. Applied Unitarianism in personal
living will be described in the sermon at this Sunday’s 11:00 a.m.
worship:

"FAITH TO LIVE BY"
SUNDAY, AT 7:30 P.M.
CHANNING CLUB for college people this week will be fit* guests of the

Canterbury Club of Trinity Church, 2nd and St. John Streets, who
have generously invited all liberals who may be interested, in hearing
with theta Mr, laeriat’s talk on "What Is Uniterienistar.

UNITARIAN CHURCH

160 North Third Street

Nathaniel Lauriat, Minister

N
_

....+Y10011.01111101,

San Jose, California
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SAEs Hold Rushing 1DSG Pledges 12
Delta Sigma Gamma fraternity
Party ’at Golf Pub fovnally
pledged 12 mea- at the
Sigma AlpOa Epsilon fraternity
held its second rushing function
Thursday evening at La RInconada Golf club.
The rushees and members were
served light snacks and refreshments.
a.
7 Entertainment was provided by
’Bill Smith and his "Over-Ratettes."
George Milias, SAE alumnus,
delivered i.tri informative talk.
Group singing rounded out the
affair.
The SAEs staged their initial
rush party Puesday night With 40
guests in attendance.
Bill Plummer prepared a buffet
supper for the members, and
gUests at the chapter house. The
group attended the gait Jose State
college -Stewart Chevrolet basketball game following their meal.

Theta Chi Fraternity to Announce
Dream Girl at Devonshire Formal

Hawaii was the scene of the
recent marriage of Mr. and Mrs.
Milton E. Ward Jr. The bride is
the former. Miss Marjorie Higdon.
The ceremony was performed
by the Rev. Olin B. Pendleton in
the---Church of the Crossroads,
Honolulu. Mrs. ’Daniel Meheula
was matron of honor while Edmund Vasconcellow was best man.
Ushers were Henry Vasconcellow
and Robert Rego.
Mrs. Ward and her husband
both attended San Jose State college. The bride is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Higdon
of San Jose.

Torn

Not that we recommend inamaqing
our baby with a hammer. but, honestly, you’d hardly believe dome of
the modes of SenithCatonsis durability that have come out of the
ma. We do. of course. but than
we’re prejudiced. So are most ownfavorably.
ers

Hunter - Peterson
EQUIPMENT CO.
71 E. San Fernando, San Jose
CYpress 4-2091

Chalet Cage
NEWALL

V
country.
our septiratss
of suede
cloth tha
look like
Teal sued
but that we
and clean
like cotton
Dream girls
modelling, ,0
Carol Rloky
and Barbara
Queens r.

37 WEST SAN CARLOS

NEW

$14.98 - $29.9

SMORGASBORD LUNCHEONS
750
Vest help yourself to as much as you want from &tons of salads
and ralishes. Then comes the hot antra*, dessert and drink.

SMORGASBORD DINNERS $1.00
-Complete with soup, entree, dessert and drink.
e

(unction.

CHATTERTON BAKERY
221 S. 2nd Opposite

Marjorie Higdon .
Marries in Halvaii

A Smith-Corona
can take hi

Sigma Gamma Omega fraternity
held a spaghetti feed with 40
members and rushees in attendance at
the chapter house
Wedpesday evening.
Tom Burch, SGO vice president,
was in charge of the affair. Bud
Guisness, chapter president, told
the group of the fraternity’s history and activities on Campus.
This was the fourth SGO rusk

Any on .of ous, uirilstisa .of DANISH PASTRY really maims good,
lasting snook hoick or wro swan for braakfast whom Issratad. Try thorn
, they are TOPS!!

Former Spartans
To Exchange flows
Two San Jose State college
graduates, Miss Shirley Regan
and James Thomas Beall, have
announced the date of their wedtbng as Feb, 11.
..The marriage will be performed
In Hollister, the bride’s home, at
the Sacred Heart church. The
bride, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Regan, now is teaching in
Hollister’s Fremont elementary
school.
’Beall, who attended San Mateo
Junior college and Cornell university before coming to San Jose
Slate college, h, the son of Capt.
. and Mrs. Edwin Beall of Los Gatos. He is affiliated with Delta
Upsilon fraternity.

SGOs Stage Feed

TASTY and DELICIOUS

Theta CM fratternfty- will climax its three-month -Dreanweirt-nontest with the announcement of the
winner tomorrow night. The Theta CM Means Girl of 19$0 will be intooduced at a formal dance at the
orchestra will herald the Dream’Girl at
Divonshira.Countvy club in San Carlos. Howard Fredericits ’and
the beghtning -of a coronation ceremony preceding the evening’s
pattern of entertainment.
Those *wiring for the distinction of Dream Girl -as- pietureCfnint
left to right beginning with the tgp rowtsare Marlyn Ahelnius, Phyllis
Thom, Louise Lapp, Mary Lou
Harwood, Ivadel Loveless, Joyce
It o w e, Kay McCoy, Barbara
Queener, Carol Richey, Mary Lou
Gardner, B. J. Powell, Jacqueline
Hicks, and Carol Veal.
The Dream Girl contest was
launched in the middle of fall
quarter by the Theta (’his. They
selected a group of 39 attraetive
coeds and pared the choice down
to 13 girls, These 13 have been
entertained and scrutinized by
fraternity members during the
past two months.
The "D: G." will receive an orchid crown and a, Theta Chi
sweetheart pin. The runner-ups
also will be presented gifts by
the fraternity.
Master of Ceremonies Bob Custer expects 150 couples to attend
the -gala -event. Representatives
from other Theta Chi chapters
will be present, as well as prominent fraternity alumni and faculty members.
Ed Case is chairman of the
event, He .is assisted- by Roland
Harris and Herb Patnoe.

chapter house Monday evening.
Those pledging DSG are Bob
Athenour. Jim Baker, Bob Hamilton, Bill J mnson, Don Ling, Bill
Mahan, Bill Morgan, -Larry Rice,
Darrell Ftouleau, Dick Schmitz,
Bob Torrey, and John Wittmer. ,
.1!)SG prely Jim Zane conducted
the rites.

Sportswear
Second Floo

YWCA CV ’4-3717
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Tonight’s Boxing Card

27. 1950

Rating
Wt.
Rating
60
Pavans
Ernie
120
40 Boxing Navarro
Keith Bayne 55.:
120’
35 Telmo Frisco
Mike Rivera 65
125
65 Len Gage
Vic Harris 55
190
’70 Len Garcia
Mickey Miramonte 45
135
40 Tom. Halm
Don Camp 60
135
40 Bill RevUla
John Jackson 50
By LEN E. (’ROCKER
135
35 Bill Banks
Rill Wardrup 35
Sports Editor, The Sagebrush
135
35 Bob Koffke
Ed Martin 75
University of Nevada
135
80 Jerry Stern
Doug Wilson 40
145
35
Dan
Carroll
The University of Nevada Wolf Pack enters tonight’s game
dim MeDonald.65,
145
45 Ken Won
against the Spartans with,onc,Of its bottof,t6Vos in the past couple
George .Coakley..40
155
30
Jack
Landry
of years.’ The Pack has won 10 of its 10 sarramio.date, and dropped
Don’lleMS410’ 60
155
30 Jack Bettencourt
two of the otOer games by margins of three points or less.
(’lift Tucker 45
35 ’Dick Fiore
. -155 ,
Nevada opened the season with a split series against the WildJoe DeSoto 64
65
SigurdJett
166
cats of Chico State, dropping the
Nick Diez 65
60 John Brooks
165
opener 38-49 and winning the sec- look at the fellows who have
Dusty Rhoades 60
45 Jim Keys
ond game 52-40. Next came the done these things while wearing
Gerry Gold 55
45 Herb Brown
Heavy
San Francisco Dons, who drubbed the Siker and Blue.
Don Schaeffer 80
80 Bob Sorenson
the Pack quite thoroughly 70-51.
Heavy
Four seniors and one sophomore
Nevada held its own until the final make up the normal starting five.
Jack Scheberies 75
80 Frank Suega
Heavy
six minutes of play when the Dons The seniors are forwards Joe
pulled the roof down.
Libke and Hal Hayes, and guards
Two wins from Fresno State Lest Ray and Buddy Garfinkle.
were next on the list for the Pack. Sophomore Of the, group is Ted
First-game score was 67-56, and Johnson, 6-6 center from Elko,
the second one came Nevada’s way Nevada.
55-46. With the record at three
Jobiamosa Leads Scorers
and two, Nevada played host to
Johnson has been tagged with
the Sycamores of Indiana State, in
San Jose State college’s boxing evening’s card are expeC*1 .to -be
the first home game of the year. the nickname of "IChabod" for his campaign will open officially to- seen in the heavyweight ’ ranks.
this
However,
actions
on
the
court.
The
. Indianans left here sadder but name is not meant in any way to night when they entertain City The Suega-Scheberies and:Schadwiser,
.
as the saying. goes, and
College of San Francisco in a 20 fer battles are expected to provide
N evada had a 55-46 win to add to be derogatory, and Johnson proves bout card at 7 o’clock. in Spartan most of the fireworks.
it by his scoring sprees. Currently
the list.
he is heading the list, with 171 gym.
Pack Drops Third
This initial test will undoubtedpoints ,in 15 games, an average of
Third loss of the year came 11.4 points per game.
ly be the toughest, in so far as
when the Pack travelled to Port Libke is second on the point- collegiate competition is conland. There, they dropped a tor- parade, with 168 points, an ave- cerned for the Spartans. The visrid contest to the Pilots when one rage of 11.2, while third place goes itors are reportedly in the market
of the Oregon gang tanked a free to a sophomore forward not in the for an upset.
throw with 10 seconds left to play. starting line-up, Mert Baxter of
According to their pilot, Roy
The final score was 61-60. Again Carson City, Nevada. Baxter has Diederichsen, a former pupil tinder
Nevada came back the second an 11.0 average, with 165 markers. Dee Portal, he has the strbngest
night, to take the game this time
Ray and Hayes, two more of squad in Ram history and he conby a score of 66-54.
the starters, have also passed siders it the best jaycee group in
Colorado A. and M. then
BOWL FOR . . .
the 100-mark, with 149 and 109 the country.
moved into Reno for a two-night
The Bay area squad is flush with
points, ,respectively.
stand. In the hottest game of
Likely to see plenty of action, veterans of the 1949 team which
the campaign, the two teams other than Baxter, is gu(trd Burt won- more bouts from San Jose
coinbiaest to set a new collegiate Larkins, -a- sophomore transfer than anv_other_ school excepting
The Home of
sewing record for Nevada’s from a California J. C. ,Larkins Wisconsin.
four-year-old gym. Nevada took
All of the 20 bouts are varsity
has tanked 65 points from his
a 79-62 scrap In that one, then play-maker position near the cen- clashes and will run according to
slumped to lose the second game ter-court line, and is the bearer of weight, beginning with the 120of the series, 61-44.
Men’s and Women’s P.E.
the nickname "jumping jack", pound division. San Jose will not
Stung by the rough way it was coined from his rather unusual use all of its top rated men by
classes held here.
handled by the Rams, the Pack style of dribbling.
virtue of previous agreement. Such
journeyed to Stockton, where it
Fred "Duffy" Paiva, Mgr.
Several others who may see ac- top performers as Mac Martinez,
put on one of the finest demon- tion,_ dependingeon the series play, Pete Franusich, Raul Diez and
Ws feature a full llo of
strations of a-track meet ever seen are reserve center Dick trumap., ,Jim Nutt 1JI not see ’action.
Ball Bags and Show
Bowling
on a basketball court. Running forwards Ed Hancock,’F,arl JarSome,o( tthe best bouts on the
the Bengals into. submission, Ne- rett, and Jerry Wyness, And guards
vada took both ends of the series, Lou Mendive, Charles Higgins, last night and will continue via
69-44 and 55-51.
Elmo Dericco, and Doug Douglass. auto to Reno today. .Making the
Pilots Play Pack
FOUNTAIN & LUNCH
trip are Don McCaslin, Chuck
Portland entered Reno for the
Opss from 10 A.M.
Crampton, Dean Giles. George
second series of the year, and the
Clark, Ted Prescott, Bob WuestPack then held a record of eight
hoff, Stu Inman, Ralph Romero,
and four. With most of the "exBilly grilson, Bobby Crowe and
perts" picking the Pack for both
Junior Morgan as well as manends of the series, Nevada looked
ager Stu Fowler and Coach Mc172 W. Santa Clara CY 3-9727
good in the opener, taking a 78-73
Pherson.
San
Jose
State
college’s
cagewin. The next night, however,
things went haywire again, and men are enroute_ to the high
the Pilots evened the score with a Sierras today for a two game
series with Nevada in Reno, which
I 69-66 win over the host club.
The
Two nights after the second could be the turning point of the
season
for
the
Spartans.
Portland series, the Rangers of
Since returning from Christmas
Regis College of Denver invaded
Reno for some sport. They found vacation the JoSeans have barely
it, too, as Nevada handed them a managed to break even in their
69-50 set -back. Trailing at the six games.
But Coach Walt McPherson rehalf by a count of 24-31, the Pack
HUMIDOR
Pipes
put on one of the finest exhibitions ports happily, "the boys are in
their
best
inental
frame
in
the
SHOP
BARBER
of collegiate basketball ever seen
Magazines
339 South First Street
here, and racked up 45 points in last two or three weeks." McTobacco
Pherson
realizes
that
Nevada
has
the second half for the win.
(Across Hie street from Soars)
That’s the way things stand a "very good team" and will be
339 South First Street
tonight. Now let’s take a brief especially hard to beat on its

’Nevada Wolf Pack
Boasts 10-5 Mark
Frosh Hoopsters
Play Santa Cruz,,
Cb:ach Torn cureton:s. stieceksTul
San Jose State college frosh hoopmen :nett Santa Cruz high school
tomorfov7 evening in the Santa
Cruz civic auditorium.
The game is a preliminary to
the Denver Chevrolet - Oakland
Blue ’n Gold match.
The frosh have earned an enviable record thus far this season
and are favored to continue its
winning ways against the coastsiders.
Cureton has respect for the
height of the prep stars. They are
the tallest high school outfit the
frosh have encountered this season.
Starting line-ups, although tentative, will most likely be forwards
Wendell Kibbe and Stan Wacholz:
center Paul Foerster: guards Bill
Brunberg and Lee Jensen.
Last night Lincoln high Of Sin
Jose dropped a 45-37 decision of
the 1950 edition of the SJSC frosh
learn. Ron Hindley of the Cureton-coached yearlings led the
scoring by dropping in 14 points,

LEONARD’S
Sporting Goods

SKI RENTALS

Spartan Boxers Host
SFCC Tonight in Cryin

HEALTH -at

Wilson
Equipment

At

Pus

Spartan Bowlers

’7 WEST SAN SALVADOR
CYpross 5-3511

HAND -FINISHED SHOE
FOR MEN

Featuring
PRICES
PATENTED
STYLES

12 Lanes

Basketeers Play
In Reno Tonight

JOSE BOWL

HUMIDOR

Barber Shop & Smoke Shop

HAIRCUTS 1.00

ONE
PRICE

$9.95
Styles That Are Different

36 SO. FIRST ST.

homecourt

Dented Cars Are Always Out Of Date
lo
i

4 116

6
2..*

aim% Ili
’

are woin SEAT COVERS! And
what good are old, leaky SPORT
TOPS? Take advantage of our cash
DISCOUNT to all SPARTANS on
custom-built cover t, fops and all
BODY AND FENDER work at the

So

CUSTOM AUTO BODY SHOP
11

So.

San Pedro

CV 2-0950

The last time the Spartans -were
in Nevada in 1948 they swept the
two game series.
Although the locals are in a
good frame of mind, they aren’t
In the best of physical condition.
None of the injuries will cause
anyone to Sit on the bench. The
ailment list includes four of the
five regular starters: Bob Wuesthoff, charley horse from the Stew art’s game; Stu Inman, sore hip;
Don McCaslin, sore heel, incurred
at Fresno State and Bobby Crowe,
lame knee.
The team stayed in Sacramento

Ife Olde
BURGER HOUSE
388 E. Santa Clara at 9th

"On The House
STOP IN ANY TIME
Between 10 A. M. and Midnight
TUESDAY, JANUARY 31
and enjoy

FREE COFFEE
4

REMEMBER TIME and PLACE

,

State Matmen Compete
In Berkeley Tomorrow
By SAM 601.DmAN
Twenty-three visiting Spartan mat pinners are planning to make
it plenty tough for their opponents fo capture the Northern California Junior Wrestling championship crown in tomorrow’s meet at
the Berkeley YMCA.
Having .reigned on the NCJWC throne for the past three years,
the 1950 gold and white squad is
rated -to repeat the past per. formances again.
The lads ’from the Garden city
will be entered in the ten divisions
of the tournament. In the 115-lb.
section will be Noboru Yoemoto;
121-1b. Dale Wolfe and ;0e KilThe Intramural Basketball
leen; 128-1b. Jahn Lewis; and 136tourney remained wide open after
lb.- Lou Calvetti and _coreaptain
one week of cake gampetition. Six
Bill Wardrup.
Coach Ted Mumby will have more outstanding games. are on
his main strength in the middle- schedule for next week.
weight class with such Spartan
,
defenders as 145-1b. co-captain Monday-4 P.m.
Spartan Daily vs. Crabs.
.
Ralph Payne and John McKappa Alpha vs. Phi Sigma
Sweeney; 155-lb. Ray Bunnell,
KaPPa
Jee-leherniey.-and John Jagg
lb. Dick Campbell, Lee
Tuesday--6 p.m.
.
Jordan, Ray Thomas, and Rayght--Havtos \-76.-Rat. e erg..
Moneahauer; and 175-lb. Marie
White Socks vs.
ValdastrL
The big bruisers from Sparta Wednesday-4 p.m.
will be 191-lb. Lou Menghini, Al
Hot Shots vs. Fatigued.
Cadens, and Russell Summers; and
Basketeers vs. Hookers.
the heavyweights Neil Thoman
Leading the scoring parade in
ind Bill Sala.
Highlighting the all day fray the all college events are Steve
Campus ’Terrors,
will be the presentation of first Chrissahthos,
and second place medals to the in- with 19 points and close behind
dividual performers and team are Drake Tabor, Ridgerunnek,18
points, Mario Annoni, 17 points,
championship honors.
Seeldng to grab their share of and George Montague, Nevada
the treasure will be such crusher Athletic club, 16 points.
teams as Stanford university,
Former New York college stuCalifornia university, Alameda
Naval Air station, Olympic club dent, Henry V,Vittenberg, won five
National AAU wrestling titles beof San Francisco, Oakland
,yMCA, Berkeley .YMCA;. San ginning in 1938.
Francisco YMCA, Treasure Island. and San Francisco state
_ __college.
The only successful competitlan
_offered the San -lose
in the liselteley battles during the
past three years have been the
University of California, San
Francisco Olympic Club, and Alameda Naval Air station teams.

Offensive Threat
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BASKETBALL SITUATION

lx -Muralames
On Tap Next Week

DON McCASLIN; who has been
-aldMined -wittr-a---heeldr-the
Stewart Chevrolet game, will
return to action tonight against
the Nevada Wolf Pack at Reno.
Niceaslin’s height will be needed against the high scoring
hosts.

Utah Ski Meet
SALT LAKE CITY, Jan. 26.--(UP)Ten Western College ski
teams today were scheduled to
participate in the University of
Utah’s Winter Carnival, opening
Friday for three days at Alta.
The Spartans from San Jose
State college, was one of the
teams invited.

that was beaten hut is on a junior
college level or lower.
Another reason for their perfonnanee ’is a definite lack of
spirit and fight. This fact was
shown against Stewart’s vyhen
fliorganIzeaiiinT-W’Clerked
,Spartans were outfought, out ’,Witted and outran by a bunch
of former college players who
hai.e. gone past their peak, with
one or two exceptions.

What’s wrong with the State
basketball team?
-This question is on the lips of
many students following the Spartani..,’.Stewart ChevreState college
Ibt in their lett. twtt outings.- _ ,
To date, the local contingent has
posted a 6-5 record, and if their
play had been up to pre-season
expectations, the figures might
read 10-1 instead. Only, ponzaga,
Only_George Clark_WII9jalpfeen
a team that got exCeptianally hot and inexperienced, and Dean Gila,
in the second half, had a right te who hasn’t seen much octImitlintil,
down Walt McPherson’s cagers.
recently,- were aggreasitle and put
forth a definite effort.
1
Sewers) things, any one of..
Point number three could be th,e
which or a -combination of all or
several,- could be causing this .club’s lack of a mink systematic
situation
causing thi" Spartan playing ability. Coach McPherson
five to make inferior showings has given these men some.of the
against clubs that our veteran -best offensive patterns found in
crew should be taking in stride. use by any Coast club, but instead
of _pressing them into action, the
1:-__T..etsaiitimeraticacztiairpassibilz
hall with ’absolutely rio ihyAie’ nor
The Spartans were told through reason to the movements.
many mediums that 1949-50 would
In all probability, if these be a great year for them. They
began to get the idea that: "We’re three things were corrected and
great, playing the schedule is just any others heretofore not mena- formality." When USF was tioned, the resident five could
knocked over 1in the season’s first recover for a highly successive
game, it only confirmed the team’s year. But these problem, must
own belief, and a bad case of over- be --rectified by the team alone,
not by the coach or anyone else.
confidence was acquired.
Quite possibly, by losing the
Letts not get the idea that we’re
Don game, everyone might have giving up on the boys. Mari for
settled down and played ball man, the Staters are as good as
against Stanford university, Fres- most of the West Coast teams,
no State college, Pepperdine col- but they have showed little or
lege, Stewart Chevrolet and San nothing to confirm these beliefs
Francisco State college, a club held by so many people.
It seems a shame that so many
fine ball players can’t get rolling,
an thiW They are lettingdown-en s
e
their coac an
b all rights this should be a Stateteam of c ampions ip ca
Track Coach Bud Winter announced that a sign-up will be
held today in room S210 at 4
o’clock in 4he Sctence
Lie..-urged all he., hsterest
rte.
track and. pied Alto be
Experienje is Trot 4necessar:45,"
he said. "I want a big turnout."

In

BARBER SHOP
FOUNTAIN
MAGAZINES
TOBACCO
Corner 4th & Santa Clara

Allerdion, Students
(OUR A.S.B. CARD GOOD
POR A REDUCED-RATE.
Student Rate .30
Fed: Tax. .10
Total .40

"Tamilibir of the

Shrew’.
FEBRUARY- 2 -7

Mickey Rooney

MARY -ANNE GARDENS
Uncoin Ave.
Kenny Taiv’s Music
Dressy Sport
Get Tickets at- Door

-FEB. 4

Gloria DeHas,en

"Summer Holiday"

and Hindu Ballet

Saratoga Theater

DANCE

FRIDAYSATURDAY

SHAN-KAR

ALWAYS A GOOD SHOW

The "Quo Veils"

SAN JOSE DRIVE-IN
THEATRE

Denny-Watrous Attractions
AUDITORIUM, SAN JOSE
TONIGHT AT 8:30

GEORGE’S

The Cisco Kid
in
"The Gay Amigo"

Spectacular! Exotic!
3.60, 3.00, 2.40, 1.80, 1.20
inc. tax
Civic Auditorium, CY 3-6252._

SUNDAYMONDAY
Maureen 0 Nara

DANCING

Vincent Price

"BAGDAD"
ALSO

EVERY NIGHT

"The Return of the Mohicans"
Ant and
Nma

GISH

Sq...

ROAD

refeeidieit

Dave Bruebeck
Trio & Octet

PROGRESSIVE JAZZ CONCERT
Also BOYD JOHNSON and his
16-Pc. Jan Concert Group

SUNDAY. FEBRUARY 5th
2:30 ’til 5 (7)

CIVIC AUDITORIUM
Tickets On Sale Civic Aud. Box Office Starting
January 25th. $2.00 - $1.50 - $1.00 Tax Included

1950 South First Street

Cambrian
, Bavarian Gardens
DUTCH COOKERY
REFRESHMENTS
FUN
OTIS A. ZORN, Prop.
San Jose -Los Gatos Highway 17
at Union Ave.
PHONE CAMPBELL 2238

CHINESE DISHES

-e’-e-e’-,:,--.00Q00C:43C000340WsCes=0:40Ce,:e./J0000eS

JIMMY LYONS, Minter of Ceremonies
IN A

’

For An Evening
of Fun

Can’t Beat This!

AL KEARNEY

.

7

If not the
SAPPHIRE ROOM
then it has to be
THE CINEBAR
for Real enjoyment in
.
leisure hours.
Bring your friends to The

---SAPPHIRE ROOM
189 South First
OR

THE CINEBAR
69 E. San Fernando

lierlwam4-0orls--Ckow Mein
Barbecued Pork Noodles
Boiled Noodles with Chicken
Egg Foo Young
Sweet and Sour Spare Ribs
Barbecued Fried Rice

$ 7C
$ .45
$ 35
$ .65
$1.00
$ .60

’ AMERICAN DISHES
$1.00
Rib Steak, French Fried Potatoes, Salad and Vegetable
$1.10
Abalone Steak, French Fried Potatoes, Salad and Vegetable
Salami, Liverwurst, Hard Boiled Eggs, Cheese, Relishes.
Cold Plate
and Chok ofSalad (Tuna, Tomato, Potato or Salad of the Day) 8 .76
Spaghetti with Italian Sauce and Roll
. --$ .60
Half Fried Chicken, French Fried Potatoes, Salad and Vegetal&
$1.21

lititchen
1018 W. SAN CARLOS

CY 4-7851

8
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’ I &CSC Debate. _
Team to Face
Stanford Pair

’Town Meeting’ Held
Before 50 Students;
Twornbly. Fails to Show

A two -man debating team from
Stanford university will pay a visit
to the San Jose State college
campus Monday at 11:30 a.m.
Yesterday Robert Whitall and Les
Groshong debated at the Stanford,
campus on the same topic, Re-.
solved: That the United States
should nationalize the basic nonagricultural industries.
Debate
takes -place in B-4.
Jim Bell, junior social science
By D. DIXIE WISE
major, and Sam Datri, senior
Less than 50 San Jose State college students appeared in room English major, will take the afS210 at the "gripe session" last night to agree that "something ought firmative for the San Jose State
team.
to be done" about the health situation at the college. They didn’t college
The debate will be presented to
agree what.
students of the 11:30 o’clock arguMiss Margaret Twombly, director of health and hygiene at San mentation class and is open to
Jose State college cancelled her Russo, health cottage board mem- anyone who wants to attend.
appearance before the meeting. ber. Students suffering injuries
She was scheduled to be the fea- which can be blamed on the college, athletics, field ’trips, social
tured speaker.
or physical education is entitled to
The general suggestion agreed "half cost!" help from the student
upon by all "gripers" was that body, Russo explained.
some other health plan should be
"If the state legislature will not
initiated--at state: -Schaeffer- read let us have more adequate proteca plan created by the San Jose tion
cannot get it," said
Doctor’s hospital. Insurance rate Schaeffer. "The Legislature and
for this plan would be seventy- California doctors are against a
five cents a month and would be more thorough health plan at
voluntary, he said. ,However, he State. Several years ago Dr. Maccriticized the plan as of little help Quarrie suggested building a hosIn communicable disease cases.
pital on campus and the AMA
- ’Me present .health set-up takes doctors of California wrote to
less than 82 from each 815 ASB legislators demanding that the bill
card.
be squashed."
Any protection from injury or
Russo said the only possible
confinement to McFadden Health plan is to present the proposed
Cottage comes through student Insurance plan to the students in
body funds, according to ,Dick the next election as a proposition.

Schaeffer Says That MacQuarrie
Suggested Campus Hospital in Past;
AMA Hall Legislators kill Plats

C
Single beds, community kitchen,
living and study rooms, and
shower. Linens are fifri-b-tibed a
laundry privileges with private
entranee .$6 a week. Available
Feb. 1, 458 N. Fourth street.

Hasid

and room for college
boys. Eleven meals weekly, also
board only. Mrs. Ruby Ahern, 380
S...Nintkatreet, call CY 3-9942.

FOR SALE
sell" six cubie 44. Frigidaire. One year old for $110. Call
CY 4.5201 between 5-7 p.m.
Nearly new 18 ft. housetrailer
with electrie refrigerator. Deep
freeze unit, Butane cook stove, full
bed, and oil burner heating stove.
See at Space No. 3 Ziegler Trailer
camp, 745 Race avenue, Hazel
Cline.

Ctab Takes Trip

College 11th: Room and board,
three and a half blocks from
Members of the San Jose State
campus. Call’ CY 3-9774..
College Entomology club will travFor rent to four boys, a fur- el to the California Academy of
nished house with a full size ten- Sciences in San Francisco tomornis ang basketball court, lawn and rciw afternoon to hear Dr. Robert
beautiful garden.
979 Willow L. Usinger, associate professor of
entomology, University of CaliGlen way. _
fornia, speak, the campus EntoRooms for boys, private en- mology club disclosed yesterday.
trance, and bath. 444 S. Seventh The speech begins at 2 P.M., the
street.
report said.
_
Share apartment with two boys
near college, also single and douSpartan Daily
hie_rooms_ for eirta,or murk. Aii___gAm. JOSE ’STATE COLLEGE
housekeeping privileges. Inquire Steered es seated CMOS loaner April 24, 1934 I
170 S. 15th street, br call CY rtarthant.vi. c.entoreke. YACI4t MO ea Oi 1
3-1440.
Fun teased etre tervke el United Prue. I
heft Of file Glob* PrIntlaq Company, 1445 S. /
Heated rook’, laundry and ga- FInt St., San Jose, Collionsla. Member, California hleurspeoer Publisher% Association
race for $20 a month elan after
2:30 p.m., CY 2-5921 at 478 N.
Eighth street.
Excellent Food

4

APO to Initiate
Eleven_prospectivemecobers will
be taken intci Alpha Phi Omega
fraternity when’ the fraternity
holds its formal initiation and
banquet at Rickey’s Studio club
at 5:30 o’clock tomorrow night.
-

Get Your

Discounts

Orders

all

CAKE
DONUTS

Glazed
Sugared

Frosted
Plain

giiiiitpf Potato AostaGeorge
and Ruth

SHOP

lift taste treat
6391/2 N. 13th Street

-

Non-eterans must have met
these requirements by Sept. 15,
1945 in order to apply. Students
who are eterans must meet the
requirements by March 15, 1951.

TB ge.tosp Cut lDown

.

Minneapolis (UP).’llte tuberculosis death rate in Minnesota
Those interested in this informa- now is at an all-time low of 17 in
tion should contact the State every -100,000 population, the state
Board of Accour.tancy, 25 Taylor department of health reports.
street. Roori. 626, San Francisco
2, Calif.
There is a pbsition for office
manager open in Stanislaus county
for a man between the ages of 26
and 35, it was announced by the
Placement office.
-0410E144-3EEF

a. PIES

A married man with either
shop ’or engineering experience
is preleriksit The job WMehtitit
taking complete charge of the
office and keeping the shop’s
books. The salary Is open.

Fruit Pies
Discount on Large Orders

425 Willow St. CY

If interested contact the Placement office.
There are teaching opportunities
open in the Pacific, Japan, and
’EuilePe.. Teachers with two or
more years eXperience are’ eligible iind should get in touch witfi
the Placement office.
Applicants should be between

DOWNSTAIRS

AUTOMATIC

Banquet Rooms

SELF-SERVICE
LAUNDRY

We Specialize in
Student Banquets and
Birthday Parties

San Jos*
7th & Virginia
Phone CYprass 2-6437
HOURS: I A.M. to It PAL
SAT.: 8 A.M. to 6 P.M.
SUN.: 10 A.M. to 3 P.M

RAVIOLI i
DINNERS

SOAP FREE
SOFT WATER
DRYER SERVICE
Plenty of Free Parking-

Hot Food To

Take Out

CYpt4st 4-5043 473 Son Atupttfitut -

FOLLOW THE ARROWS
TO THE --’LOWEST PRICES
ON MEAT IN TOWN

U. S.

Gov’t

Insp.

Forequarters
9CHb.

plus Sc lb.

procos3ing

WESTERN Cold Storage Co.
40 No. Fourth

CY 2-8992

Open
’till I I P.M.
San Jose
r
A

a.e.

5-0939

ITALIAN
RESTAURANT

yoglit remember"

4.,
Pk se. NO A.

25 and 40 years of age. Salary.
I
;tarts at $3825 a year.
Openings have been annotniced
by the Guardian ’Life Insurance
company of Ameriea, according to
the Placement office. The position
entails selling life insuranFe.
For complete information, contact the Placement office.’

Registration for’ a Public Acchuntant’s permit has been reopened . A bill Was passed by the
state legislature that allows those
students with at least two years
accounting education, or two years
accounting experience to register
for a Public Accountant’s permit.

in

POTATO
DONUTS

4.

44

Placement Bulletin

EARLY

Organizations

e6e

1
:

Beverly Watillati INO.
prize winner in the Chesterfield
cigarette contest who has not
called for her award, according to
Bob McFadden, Lykg,..business
manager.
She is requested to call’ Tuesday morning, Jan. 31, in the Lyke
office for her cigarettes.

Special! To NEW
Locker renters:

40 East Santa Clara Street San Jose

to

yke Requests --Winner to Report

411111111111111181MIIIIIIMI=8111111011111\

freaking

Announcements II

4

Tickets for Thursday, Friday
and Saturday night performances
of "Taming of The Shrew" have
been completely sold oat, icoc6rding to Verdi Jackson, Speech department secretary. Although half
of the tickets for Monday and
Tuesday performances have been
sold, om z good seats remain ,for
those two nights. There are etcellent seats for Wednesday’s
night performance.
Student admission is 60 cents;
general aarnission is 90 cents.

HASTY TASTY

LOST

4

Tickets Available

OPEN 24 HOURS

Grey and gold Parker 111’ with
nahrie--engraved. Retrirn to Information office,

Lutheran Students: Meet at
7:30 p.m. Sunday in Grace Lutheran church, Second and Julian
streets. All invited.
Tau Delta Phi: Meet at noon
today in tower. Sign list on door
for La Torre picture.
"Seekers: The Rev. Norman Conard will speak on the "First Steps
of
the
Action
to Christian
Campus," at 7 o’clock Sunday evening.
Organizations: Groups desiring
block reservations for Spartan
Reve1/401 May do so Jan. 31
through Feb. 3. Tickets __for block
reservations must be picked up
before_ teb. 15 at. the Business
Business Manager Nick
office.
first.
"first -come,
says
Diet
soirved."
3.114utlenta:- Today is deadline for
dropping courses for winter guar-

MR. ivmszra F. WICK is the
advieer to Forensic, debate
group which sponsors Monthly’s
debate %-iitk Stanford on the
&NC campus.

Quiet Service
Congenial Atmosphere

Three- room apartment for rent
with kitchen one block from
campus. Prefer four boys; will
furnish to suit. Call Campbell
3394.

fished by the State of Cattifornia;
"Labor Law and Lea:Wiwi:
Stephen J. Mueller; and "An
Introduction to Criminalistics:.!
Charles E. O’Hara.

Among the 39 books added to
the Library stacks this week are
several dealing with scientific and
legal subjects, Miss Joyce Backus,
librarian, announced yesterday.
The scientific works include
"Rickettsial Diseases of Men,"
published by the American Association for the Advancement of
Science; "American Men of Science," edited by Cattail; "Essen ’dais of Psychological ’Felting,"
L. J. Cronbach; "Introduction to
Psychoanalysis," Sigmund Freud;
"Social Psychology," Richard T.
LitPiere; "Biology of_ the Vertebrates," Herbert E. Walter.
The legal volumes are "The
Statutes of California and Amendments to the Codes 1949," pub-

DELICIOUS
HOT PIE SHOP

Classified Advertising
FOR RENT

Library Receives New Additions to Collection

